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FOREWORD

Why do some inner-city elementary schools succeed in
the job of teaching children to read while most others fail?
Despite what several national studies have suggested about
the predominate influence of the home, are there not some
school factors in the teaching of reading that are also impor-
tant? If so, what are they? And, most importantly, can
these factors be transported to other schools?

Over two years ago the Massachusetts Advisory Council
on Education became interested in these questions and their
possible answers. While a good deal of this interest was
sparked by a study suggesting that there were identifiable
school factors that did make a difference, a large part of this
interest was brought about by the continued evidence that
children in inner-city schools in Massachusetts were not learn-
ing to read or, at least, not learning to read well. The reading
scores on the tests given by the Massachusetts Department of
Education in 1971 clearly demonstrated the failure of most
inner-city schools to effectively teach reading.

To find out if there were "successful" inner-city schools
teaching children to read and, if there were, what could be
learned from them that would be of value to other inner-city
schools, the Advisory Council contracted with Educational
Research Corporation. The hope was for a prescription for
reading success in inner-city schools. The answer, after over
two years of study, observation, interviewing and analysis,
is, frankly, mixed.

It is mixed for the reason thacwhile the study did, in-
deed, find "successful" schools and identify factors related
to their success, they also found that there is no one pattern
for success. To say this in another way .. . there is no single
reason for certain schools being successful and other schools
not. At this point we "annot say there is one prescription for
teaching inner-city children to read well.

What we can say (and what the study recommends) is
that there is a way . .. a process by which schools alone or in
collaboration with other schools, can begin diagnosing their
own strengths and weaknesses. From this analysis schools
can then attempt .to create and implement strategies for im-
provement. These strategies can cull from this summary and
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ats technical accompaniment suggestions as to what changes
schools can introduce into their reading programs and plans.

Obviously, all the answers are not in this study. The
Council hopes, however, that readers will find in this report
ideas and suggestions that will be of practical here and now
use to schools. As always, the Council appreciates the feed- ,
back of readers on the usefulness of this report.

Allan S. Hartman
Associate Di:ector

Advisory Council on Education
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SUMMARY

THE PROBLEM

Go into a city, find where the poor people live, visit one of
the elementary schools their children attend. and the over-
whelming likelihood is that you will be in a school that is fail-
ing to teach its students to read. Some people use common
sense to explain this failure: surely no reasonable person can
expect a school to do a good job of teaching children whose
Ines are surroimded by relentless poverty, overcrowdedness,
malnutrition and disease, crime, welfare, a high cost of living,
and too much noise; a school can accomplish very little in the
face of such handicaps. Should someone be skeptical of this
explanation for instance, should he be uneasy about blaming
children for what might better be seen as the school's failure
then he must contend with the surveys and technical studies
of the past eight years from which some of the country's most
respected researchers have drawn similar conclusions.

The Usual Approach

Foremost among such studies is that of the U.S. Office of
Education, usually called the Coleman study after the princi-
pal author 01 the survey report, wherein the group of over
sixty education specialists who conducted this nationwide
project concluded that "schools bring little influence to bear
on- a child's achievement that is independent of his back-
ground and general social context." (Coleman, et al., 1966,
p. 325) And this is not the strongest statement on the matter.
Indeed when Marshall Smith performed a subsequent, more
exhaustive analysis of thee very same survey data, he dis-
covered certain "mechanical errors" in the Coleman Report
which led him to conclude that to ascribe "little" influence
to schools is to attribute too much influence to schools.
(1972, p. 269) Then there is Christopher Jencks, another
reanalyzer of the Coleman data who, in one place, states

when schools with economically and racially similar stu-
dents were compared, differences in school policies and
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resources were rarely associated with pedagogically signifi-
cant or statistically reliable differences in verbaliaclueve-
ment,(1972a. p. 70)

in another place, asserts that "neither school resources nor
segregation has an appreciable offect on either test scores or
educational attainment ." and further on, concludes that what-
ever differences we may notice among schools "seem to have
very little effect on any measurable attribute of those who at-.
tend them" (197Th, pp. 7-8) We need go no further to make
the point that there exists a body of research literature which
asserts that once certain non-school factors in the lives of
children are taken into account, there can. be found little
relationship between what schools do and what students
achieve.

But there is another side to the story. Based on a different
brand of common sense other people argue that Coleman and
the rest are wrong: the consistent failure of poor. city chil-
dren to learn and to achieve is not the result of what the chil-
dren are, but of what the schools fail to do for them. Con-
sider, for example, a conclusion reached by the Task Force
on Urban Education:

Many systems' unconscious buses and static expectations
have limited their capacity to teach children who enter the
schools without certain attributes held by previous con-
stituencies of the system. Such attributes relate to being
oriented to middle class values and expectations, being
reading-ready, and having the structural orientation tlfiat

facilitates shifting from subject matter to subject matter
as dictated by time blocks rather than by interest-and sub -
stance . Because of the widespread use of systems' equating
a student's capacity to meet their expectations with his
possession of such middle class attributes, the concept of
the self-fulfilling prophecy has all too often been demon-
strated. (1970, p. 34)

Thu,. the prophecy of failure will he fulfilled and after six
years of schooling the relative ability of the typical urban
student to do school work will have dumnished not because
the raw material is deficient but as Kenneth Clark has said,
because children who are treated as if they are uneducable
invariably become uneducable. (1965, p. 1.2 )
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Nor is common sense the only basis for the belief that
schools can affect the achievements df its students. Looking
again to the educational research community, we find no lack
of surveys and studies drawing conclusions directly opposite
to those of Coleman, et a/. For instance whpn James Guthrie
reviewed nineteen projects which analyzed the relationship
between school components and pupil performance, he be-
came sufficiently impressed with the amount and consistency
of evidence supporting the effectiveness of school services in
influencing the academic performance of pupils to conclude,
"there can be little doubt that schools do make a difference."
(1970, p. 46) Just a few of the surveys Guthrie studied are
those of Mollenkopf and Melville (1956) involving 17,000
ninth and twelfth grade students throughout the United
States, Goodman (1959) which looked at 70,000 seventh
and eleventh grader in 102 school districts in New York,
Burkhead (1967) which contained 109,000 students from 241
schools in Chicago and Atlanta, and Guthrie himself (1970)
which focused on 5,234 sixth graders in Michigan. The most
recent survey of the relationship between schools and pupil
performance. which involved "complete data on all fifty
states," supports Guthrie's conclusion and led the authors
to assert,

. . . we believe one implication drawn from the Coleman
Reportthat variations in education inputs make little dif-
ference for test performance and equality of opportunity
is scientifically and socially unsound. (Walberg and
Rasher, 1974, p. 9)

And so it goes.

An Alternative Approach

Now if competing common sense interpretations of the
matter, each bolstered by conflicting research surveys and
opposing schools of expert opinion, were all we had to go Dn,
not only would prospects for resolving the issue be remote,
but those practical decisions about how to better teach stu-
dents, which must be made every day in the real world of
schools, would have the strange character of depending not
so much on t search, itself, as on which researchers the deci-

6
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sion-makers are persuaded in believe. But the untenable
position in which contradicting "findings" place schools and
the people who run them, and the need to establish a firmer
bast! on which to make educational decisions, have combined
to make schoolmen receptive to an alternate approach which
begins with the notion that, notwithstanding incontrovertable
evidence of the general failure of inner-city schools, some ur-
ban schools, somewhere, are succeeding to teach the very
same type of children that the other schools are failing. Find
even one such school, the notion says, go look first hand at
what they do there, and see if you can tell what makes it so
different from the usual city school.

The most widely known study of this type is the one
George Weber performed during the 1970-71 school year
which he describes in c monograph entitled, "Inner-City
Children Can be Taught to Read: Four Successful Schools."
Weber knew that reading achievement in Idmost all inner-city
selTdols "is both relatively and absolutely low," and he knew
"most laymen and most school people believe that such low
achievement is all that can be expected," but as well lw be-
lieved there were inner-city schools "in which reading achieve-
ment was not relatively low, in which it was, indeed, about
the national average or better." (19/1, p. 1) Thus his pur-
pose became to test this belief, and should it prove to be
correct, to "show that inner -city children can be taught read-
ing well," while at the same timehopefullyto "discover
some common factors in the success of the good programs."
(P. 2)

The Weber study loc ted four elementary schools, each of
which met the criteria of a) being a non-selective public school
in the central part of a large city and attended by very poor
children: and b) having a median pupil achievement in read-
ing which matches the national norm, with a low percentage
of gross failures. I p. 5) Weber visited each school, spending
two or three days observing teachers and classrooms, and in-
terviewing the administration and staff. On the basis of these
visits and his subsequent analysis. Weber concluded there are
eight school factors that "seem to account for the success of
the four schools:' strong leadership, high expectations, good
atmosphere, strong emphasis on reading, additional reading
personnel, use of phonics, mdividualiration, and careful

7
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evaluation of pupil progress. (p. 30) Underneath the specifics
of Weber's findings, of course, is the more general realization
that the very fact of locating and documenting the existence
of these successful schools "shows the failure in beginning
reading typical of inner-city schools is the fault not of the
children or their backgroundbut of the schools." (p. 30)

The logic of Weber's approach is compelling. That is,
putting aside his findings and conclusions, his method of
addressi ;the problem is appealing to common sense and
resp sive to the need to be practical about how we fashion
solutions. For instance, in response to massive, nationwide
surveys involving hundreds of thousands of students, where
usually the variables are proxiesindirect measures or stand-
in approximationsand the data are collected through ques:
tionnaires and other second-hand means, Weber proposes we
go to a few schools and look at what goes on, thus replacing
the survey method with the case method. In response to the
usual regression analyses, data transformations, tests of signi-
ficance and other statistical procedures applied to number-
filled matrices, Weber proposes we examine people's behavior
directly, thus repla ing the statistical approach with the
clinical approach. I response to the measures amenable to
quantification usuall found in surveyspupil/teacher ratio,
size of school, num er of books in the library, teacher sala-
ries, demography of students, size of science laboratory facil-
ities Weber proposes such things as leadership, atmosphere,
individualization, strong emphasis on reading, and the like,
thus replacing quantity with quality.

To be fair the educational researchers who do surve s are
well aware of the strengths in the general approach which
characterizes the Weber study. In his reanalysis of th Cole-
man data, for example, Smith questions certain of t vari-
ables used when he says

It is possible, lipweer, that a survey is an ineffective way
of measuring differences among schools in facilities and
curriculum resources. It may be that data about the
quality of science facilities are more important than data
about their quantity. (1972, p. 282)

Siinilarly, in supporting or strengthening the Coleman, et al.
findings, Jencks still raises questions of the accuracy of data
used as estimates of school policies and resources, and con-

,
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eludes "data on different school or student characteristics
might well yield different results." (1972a, p. 73) Then
there is Henry Dyer who counsels us to seriously entertain
the hypotheses "that measures used in (Coleman, et al. I to
describe the schools and their functioning are simply too
crude to yield any useful amount "orineaningful variance."
(1972, p. 385) i

At the same time, of course, any trained educational re-
searcher is able to spot serious' weaknesses and raise impor-
tant questions regarding the way Webe _chose to carry out"
his study. The small size of the sample, his use of just one
observer in the schools, questions about his observation pro-
cedures, the suitability of his output measure, and the bases
upon which judgments were rendered and commonalities
among schools identified all come easily to mind as concerns
or potential problems with Weber's study.

But the most severe problem with the study is the absence
of any comparison schools on which to double check the
conclusions and generalizations offered. Studies that confine
themselves to looking at successful schools to see what makes
them succeed run the risk that the school factors they identify

t as being related to excellence may very well exist either to
varying degrees or with equal potency in failing schools. That

i is, it may not be strictly a matter of the presence or.absence
of factors that makes the difference but either one of magni-
tude or of pattern. As a consequence of his approach, how-
ever, the inference Weber encourages, intentionally or not,
is that good schools possess all eight characteristics he identi-
fies, and poor schools have none. Yet certainly there is no
clear basis for such an inference, since we are given no infor-
mationWeber's study produced noneon how poor schools
stack up on his factors. If anything, experience should be
enough to suggest that things are not likely to be so simple.
So despite the general appeal of the approach used by Weber,
we are not so well off because of the, study as many readers
of his report have supposed.

9
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THE STUDY

One of the first groups to recognize that there is consider-
able strength in the general approach Weber but
certain weaknesses in his specific implementation is the Mas-
sachusetts Advisory Council on Education. MACE realized,
as well, that the Weber study, because of its intuitive veracity
and its sensitivity to the critical issues facing schools, was
likply to persuade and influence decision-makers in schools,
despite the need first to resolve various questions left un-
answered by the study. Convinced of the need to conduct
a well-formulated study within the Commonwealth, employ-
ing the. general approach of looking at successful inner-city
schools to see what makes them work, MACE called upon
Educational Research Corporation to help construct a study

-a this type that would have several critical features, among
them

six to ten successful, inner-city elementary schools
in Massachusetts were to be examined to allow reason-
able breadth and generalization:

an equal number of failing schoolscall them contrast
schools -would be included in the analysis to permit
the identification of factors unique to the successful
schools,

a practical orientation such that, in light of any find-
ings, there would be concern for what schools might
begin to do to improve:

the involvement of experts from various relevant
fields -reading, measurement, administration, individu-
alized instruction, and such and a concern for sys-
temizing the process of achieving consensus of judg-
ments among experts:

the judicious combination of clinical and statistical
methods;

the involvement, as advisors, of policy makers within
the state and reading practitioners from the major cities.

10
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Procedures

Following this plan, the MACE Study of Reading -con-
ducted by Educational Research Corporation and begun in
January 1973 consisted overall in the visiting, observing, and
characterizing of twenty public, non-selective, inner-city ele-
mentary-schools in the Commonwealth. These schools were
selected on the basis of standardized tests of reading achieve-
ment admiistered to sixth grade students, such that the
average performance of Lie students it ten of the schools
placed them at or abore grade If ompared to na-
tional norms. In the other ten si students had
reading scores which, on the average, were 1.3 grade equiva-
lents below national norms. All twenty schools had high
percentages of students from poor families. Each of the ten
"successful" schools was paired with a "contrast" school that
matcheu it on the poverty measures as well as racial compo-
sition and proportion of bilingual students. Situated in nine
cities throughout Massachusetts, with school populations
varying from 10,000 to 100,000 students, some housed in
old buildings with self contained classrooms. others located
in newer buildings with open spaces, the twenty schools
studied represent a reasonable cross-section of city schools
within the Commonwealth.

A group of twenty-five professionals--specialists in reading,
teaching, observation procedures, language arts, and such edu-
cational resr -ch .reas as measurement, instrument develop-
ment, statisi. ,, attitude survey, and data analysisassisted
Educational Research Corporation in preparing for and con-
ducting the visits to the schools. Various teams of three or
four specialists drawn from this group made a total of five
visits to each of the twenty schools. So as not to bias the ob-
servations, no member of the vis _eam knew whether t'
school had been classified succes \ or con st. In each
school the visiting team did the fOl things;

systematically observed ten reading periods;

conducted structured interviews with the principal,
five reading teachers, the reading specialist, the school
librarian, and the central office staff responsible for
reading in the district;
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collected background information from the principal,
the school reading specialist, and all the teachers in the
school:

collected three days worth of time logs showing class-
room activities from each teacher of first, second, and
third grades:

administered a test of knowledge of children's litera-
ture to all teachers of fourth, fifth, and sixth grades:

collected school-wide demographic data:

administered a forty-five item attitude toward reading
inventory to a random sample of sixth grade students;

administered a home background questionnaire to
another random sample of sixth grade students.

The School Factors

Each datum collected out of all these activities was keyed
to one of the eleven operationally defined, qualitative school
factors whose relationship to student performance the proj-
ect was designed to study. (Note 1) The factors and their
definitions follow:

Leadership in a school requires having one or more persons
who provide direction to the activities of the staff in the
teaching of reading. This person or persons is generally in a
supervisory role and displays characteristics such as inspi-
ration, empathy, flexibility, and the like. When there is clear
leadership in reading, the staff will consistently agree on who
provides the direction, whether it be the principal, a school
reading specialist or someone from the central office.

coordination of the various activities in the teaching of
reading to ensure that there is continuity across and within
grade levels can be considered a function of leadership, but
it was deliberately separated for special attention. The study
staff deemed it important to verify that a student's work at
any grade was related to the experiences of earlier grades and
that the several supplementary reading services, remedial,
Title I, or learning disability, which take place outside of the
classroom are still related to the work in the classroom. Co-
ordination can be achieved simply by standardization of all



activities, but a school with varied learning activities must see
that the activities arc well orchestrated.

Additional reading personnel include those other than
classroom teachers who actively work in the reading program,
the most common example being the school reading specialist.
The roles of reading specialists may differ for they carry a
remedial caseload, or serve as the coordinator of the school
reading program, or both. Other possibly important person-
nel may include the Title I staff and the learning disability
specialists, as well as paid or volunteer aides, intern teachers,
older students, and so on. In some cases the school librarian
may perform as an additional resource person for reading.

Atmosphere of a school can be described by many dimen-
sions, and Weber listed several adjectives that he found to be
applicable:' orderly; purposeful; quiet; and relaxed. We
decided to use these objectives to create scales, e.g. from
orderly to disorderly, quiet to noisy, and so on. It was
agreed that care must be taken to distinguish between dif-
ferent types of noise since many constructive activities are
just naturally accompanied by noise.

While Indiyidualization means quite different things to
different people, there was general agreement that individ-
ualization should be responsive to student differences in
learning and that there should be a diagnostic program to
identify such differences. The individualization process it-
self might provide for students to work on individually
prescribed materials, or it might allow students to proceed at
different rates, or a combination of the two. Given the
diversity of individualization techniques used, we determined
to identify whichever ones happened to exist in the study
schools.

Evaluation of pupil progress requires collecting performance
data regularly, but the means for collecting are many: teacher
constructed tests; curriculum tests; criterion-referenced tests;
standardized tests; and so on. For the evaluations to be an
effective tool in developing instruction strategies for a stu-
dent, there must be evidence that the reading progress records
follow that student as he or she moves from grade to grade
and from teacher to teacher.

High Expectation. Teachers differ on the performance
levels which they think their students are capable of attain-

13
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ing, and, as a consequence, they can also differ on the stand-
ards that they set for their students. Expectations can differ
among teachers according to how they feel about their par-
ticular students, but they can differ as well according to how
they feel about students in general.

Strong Emphasis On Reading. There are many ways in
which a school can place' strong emphasis upon reading in
contrast to other school activities. Among them are time
devoted to reading instruction and the amount of reading
materials made available. Moreover, there are more subtle
indicators of the commitment to reading; as, for example,
whether or not reading is taught at the beginning of the day
when the children are most alert.

Use of Phonics. The importance of developing decoding
skills in the early years has become so widely recognized that
most schools are likely to use phonics in their program.
Therefore, the important concern is not the presence of
phonics but rather how central to the reading instruction
the use of phonics actually is. The study determined to focus
upon the reading materials used by the schools to find out
the extent to which phonics was the major point of focus.

Staff Training and Experience. Teachers and others in
,schools have different backgrounds in terms of their own
education and of their experience in education. Important
dimensions are the amount of formal education, including
particularly the number of reading courses taken at a college
or university or as part of an in-service program, and the
number of years spent in the education profession.

Quality of Teaching. The neber study determined that
the quality of teaching was not a critical factor in his success-
ful schools, where he found competent but not outstanding
teachers. Given the logical possibility that poor teaching
probably results in poor performance, the study staff decided
to check on the extent to which the contrast chools may be
less successful because of poor teaching. Appraising quality
of teaching is quite presumptive and requires some limits,to
keep the process as objective as possible. We decided upon
observing the management of the classrooms, the interactions
between teacher and pupils and, the degree to which stun
dents engaged in learning activities when they were on tl4eir
own in work sessions at their desks.

14
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Collective Judgments

Utilizing clinical and statistical procedures in combination,
the study employed an analysis technique which allowed the
various specialists to generate collective judgments about all
the schools. They rendered these collective judgments factor
by factor in a thorough and systematic way: after extensive
analysis and discussion of all the data, the group developed a
concensus rating of each school on each factor, indicating
whether in its judgment the data relative to that factor sug-
gested that the school was successful or unsuccessful. These
judgments were made on a scale where a rating of "I" meant
on this factor "appeared definitely to be a contrast school, a
"5" meant "appeared "finitely to be a successful school,"
and a "3" was the point of equal probability, giver, the data.
This procedurewhich resulted in eleven factor ratings for
each schoolwas possible because none of the specialists was
told whether -the standardized test scores of a school placed
it in the category of successful or contrast school.

...
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THE FINDINGS

The year long development of plans, strategies, and instru-
ments, the extensive visits to schools by teams of experienced
professionals, the careful analysis of all the data, the vigorous
discussions to achieve consensus ratings, and, finally, the ap-
plication of just about all the major procedures for comparing
and contrasting groups led up to the posing of the single, basic
question of the study: are there discernible differences be-
tween th6 group of successful schools and the group of con-
trast schools on any or all of the eleven factors, so as to
explain the differences between the two groups on achieve-
ment test scores? In our attempt to answer this question we
discovered not two but four groups of schools and this dis-

rcove holds several important implications for how city
schoo s can view themselves and their strategies for change.
Inspection of the factor ratings, school by school, revealed
that .5(rne of the successful schools look more like contrast
schools and some contrast schools look more like successful '
ones.

Thus the study contained four types of schools, as follow:
1. True positive schools generally rated high on the eleven

factors, and where student test scores are high;
2. False positive schools generally rated high on the eleven

factors, and where student test scores are low;
3. False negative schools generally rated low on the eleven

factors, and where student test scores are high;
4. True negative schools generally rated low on the eleven

factors, and where student test scores are low.
The following picture will help to visualize these four types

of schools. The figures in the lower right corner of each cell
represent the number of schools from the sample that are of
each type. (Note 2) Looking first at each cell separately re-
veals' some interesting facts and raises some intriguing ques-
tions about the four types of schools.

The Successful School (True Positive: Cell 1). The
schools in this cell come closest of all those in the sample to
being of the type Weber and others refer to when they write
about the successful inner-city school. Yet, when we exam-
ine the factor ratings these schools received, the picture is
more varied. Uniformly the true positive schools place a

16
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TEST SCORES

HIGH LOW

HIGH

CELL 1

TRUE POSITIVE
(Successful)

N = 4

CELL 2

FALSE POSITIVE
(Transition)

N = 5

LOW

CELL 3

FALSE NEGATIVE
(Ersatz)

N = 6

CELL 4

TRUE NEGATIVE
(Unsuccessful)

N = 3

strong emphasis on reading, but this is the only factor they
have totally in common. Viewed as a group, however, they
show the strong tendency to be high on ratings for atmos-
phere. staff training and experience, and quail!) of teaching
this last factor having been found by Weber to be "not
essential" to a school's success (p. 30), and while true posi-
tive schools are uniformly low on none of the factors, they
have the tendency to be weak on coordination and mdi-
vidualbation. The overall character of these schools is quite
positit,e, to he sure, but even within the areas of common
strengtits, variation abounds. Anecdotal reports from the
four visiting teams panit a similarly varied picture. With

respect to reading classes, for instance, what the visitors
observed ranges from "rooms colorfully decorated with stu-
dent work; "pleasant. friendly, yet structured and controlled
atmosphere:" and "the presence of special personnel to ob-
serve classroom wprk of students who are candidates for
work in the Le rrung Center:" to "generally barren class-
rooms;" "detached, preoccupied teachers:" and ,:emphasis
on recall with no especially probing questions being posed."

Thus notwithstanding the study's very clear of these
schools as truly successful, as models for what schbols should
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be like, they pose several problems, two of which are espe-
cially,telling. First, as we have seen, none of these schools is
strong on all the school factors, thereby raising serious
doubts about the inference drawn by the typical reader of
Weber that all factors are directly involved in a school's suc-
cess. Second, moreover, successful schools are not all strong
on the same factors. That is, while there arc certain common
tendencies toward excellence that can be identified, each
school has a different overall pattern of strengths and weak-
nesses on the fa'ctors, suggesting-as .we guessed from Ch.
start things are not quite so simple as prior studies of this
kind have allowed us to believe. Success by formula of even
by mere imitation is not likely to be possible.

The Transition School (False Positive: Cell 2). The
schools in this cell uniformly place a strong emphasis on
reading and display a high quality of teaching. As a group
these schools show sonic tendenLS' to be high-on staff train-
ing and experience. leadership. atmosphere, and the use of
additional reading personnel. They are uniformly low on no
factors, but have a strong tendency to be low on individu-
alization and expectation, and some tendency to be low on
coordination. Characterizing the false positive schools is dif-
ficult since, on the face of it, they are doing a number of
desirable things as indicated by their ratings on the school
factors, and yet the performance of their students does not
reflect the force of these strengths.

The hypothesis that it is a matter of time before these
strengths will show their effects is appealing and would be
consistent with Weber's finding that the inner-city schools he
studied required, in sonic eases, as much as nine years to
achieve success. Thus we might view the fake positive school
as a school in transition. But the absence of a common pat-
tern among the school factors of these schools-an absence
which persists throughout the cells-and our general uncer-
tainty about the direction of any change these schools may
seem to he undergoing, makes caution thi critical ingredient
of any guesses we may be persuaded to make. Only had this
study used a longitudinal design -time and mono/ did not
permit it -where growth or decline could have been better
charted could we have begun to observe with any clarity the
direction and magnitude of change. Still there is sufficient
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evidence to warrant carrying the notion of transitlion to sub-
sequent sections of this summary where the question will be
addressed again.

The Ersat: School (False Negative: Cell 3). The schools
in this cell are uniformly low on coordination. evaluation,
and the use of additional reading personnel. As a group they
show the tendency to exhibit poor leadership, to lack indi-
vidualization, and to hold low expectations for their students.
Over half the group is rated very low on atmosphere. and
there is no school factor on which they are high or even tend
toward being high. The dominant themes that persist throUgh-
out these six schools are those of discipline and drill,. Ex-
cerpts from the observation reports of the six teams that
visited these schools present a disappointingly' consistent
picture:

The prevailing attitude toward the students is one of
a we-they relationship. Teachers seem to view the chil-
dren almost as the 'enemy.'

Teachers are continually distracted:by keeping classes
quiet, demanding students to pay attention and get to
work.

There is a very strong orientation to drill and practice.
Much of class time is spent hdving the entire group go
over worksheets, or generally drilling students on basic
skills.

There seems to he an overemphasis on phonics ando
there were several instances of the teacher being unduly
critical of dialect differences.

There is a strong commitment to discipline as "the
only thing the students understand."

For the most part, these schools are drill schools where,
seemingly, little attention is paid to how reading skills are
used either to obtain and process information or to gain
pleasure.

The very best judgment, systematically rendered, of a
group of education specialists awards these schools the ex-
tremely strong likelihood of failing, and their students end up
achieving relatively high test scores. By all appearances the
false negative school is a contradiction. But because one does
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not easily discount such expert judgments, the persuasion is
to ascribe the difficulty to a faulty placement of these schools
among the successful schools. Yet there are six such 'faulty
placements' and, indeed, their students do have sufficiently
high test scores to warrant their assignment to the successful

apool. But perhaps they were wrongly placed in another sense.
The strong orientation among these schools to drill, coupled
with the general absence of classroom time devoted to the
use of basic reading skills suggests that the students' ability
to perform well on skill related standardized tests may not
be indicative of their ability to utilize reading skills in all the
various ways normally associated with the designation.
'reader.' Thus, perhaps standardized test scores constitute
an insufficient criterion with which to judge a school to be
successful.

Now the critical question at this point is not at all con-
cerned with whether or not our guess about these Ersatz
schools is found to be persuasive: the data do not go far
enough. Instead we focus on what we would have to do to
tell with some certainty whether these schools warrant as-
signment as successful. The obvious solution is to use a
inure appropriate measure of success. The presence of false
negative schools in the sample suggests that just as Coleman
and the, other surveyors are wrong to use measures of quanti-
t to characterize inputs to education, so this study is wrong
to rdy solely on quantitative measures of school outputs.
There is .nothing new, of course, about the notion of satis-
factory performance on standardized. tests of reading skills
being a necessary but not sufficient condition for reading
excellence. Indeed once we go so far as to recognize the need
to replace quantity with quality in our measures of school
input, it becomes nearly ironic that we should miss the paral-.
Id of seeking measures of the quality of student performance.
But this conclusion is not offered to explain' the presence of
these schools- advocates of the recent and spreading move-
ment toward "hack to the basics" alternative schools in such
places as Pasadena-, Palo Alto, Cupertino. California, Charlotte,
North Carolina, Lakewood, Colorado, and Prince George's
County, Maryland might provide an alternate explanation.
The intent is to view measures of output quality desirable
in any case as a means to resolve the apparent contradiction
posed by the Ersatz schools.
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The Unsuccessful School (True Negative. Cel 4). These
schools in this cell are uniformly low on eraluatt n, coordi-
nation, indiridualization and the amount of etnph sis placed
on reading. In addition they show a strong tenders v to hold
low evptations for their students, to make poor toe of ad-
ditional reading personnel; to manifest poor leadership, and
to possess among the staff a minimum amount of training
and experience. Naturally there are pockets of quality among
these schools, but the overwhelming tendency is one of in-
adequacy. Indeed there is no single factor on which they are
uniformly high or even on which they display some tendency
to be high. Mediocrity is the highest level of rating these
schools attain.

The Deviant Schools

These cell descriptions offer a beginning sense of the four
classes of schools this study has identified. This beginning
sense will be amplified and enhanced further on where we
compare the cells to sec what they have in common and what
is unique among them. Then, by contrasting certain cells
witl1 ,ach other, we can return to a variant of the original
question of how schools succeed maintaining the spirit of
the concern that motivated MICE to establish this study,
but addin2 an important constraint imposed by the existence
of four ty pes of schools. which will allow us to touch briefly
upon the process of becoming a successful school. Before
turning to these tasks, however, there remains one aspect to
explore regarding the way we have come to categoriie the
schools that partich...ted :a this study.

The four categories of schools are not mere artifacts of
this study. Of course the study's capacity to perceive these
four catet ories depends upon its having begun with a set of
factors wl ose relevance we wished to explore. Had we pro-
ceeded as have others, attempting to derive the factors by
contrast in: good and bad schools, we would not have noticed.
the applkability of the four-cell, approach. But since the
study pcsited a set of factors presumably related to student
achievement. it became possible to classify the schools in
terms of both factor rating and achievement scores, this
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joint function implying the four combinations represented by
the cells. Put another way since the hypothesis to be ex-
plored was that somehow or other a school's standing on the
eleven factors is related to its success or, failure, there is
engendered by this hypothesis a general expectation -the
veracity of which the study was to test -that high factor
ratings are accompanied by success and low ratings spell fail-
ure. Thus what might otherwise be considered an aberrant
school, in that it does not look like the others in its class of
succeeding or failing schools, becomes for us a school that
does not live up to that expectation implied by the study's
hypothesis. When it becomes possible, thereby. to separate
these deviant schools into those that exceed and those that
fall below expectations--Ersatz and Transition schools re-
spectively there is formed the basis for a four cell category
scheme.

Now this scheme is useful for characterizing the study
sichools, but its significance rests as well upon two inferences
which we have drawn earlier concerning the deviant schools.
From the schools falling below expectation (the false posi-
tives) we have drawn, with caution, the inference that they
are transition schools. Up to now we have spoken of ob-
serving and rating certain school characteristics and processes
to discover what good schools are like. But given there are
schools in transition, perhaps we should focus future ob-
servations upon the strategies and procedures for change
being utilized, whether implicitly or explicitly, by these tran-
sition schools. That is, just as we can observe and rate school
characteristics and .processes, so perhaps we may look to these
transition schools to discern and classify the strategies which
direct or account for their movement toward or away from '.
excellence. From the other set of deviant schools, those ex-
ceeding expectation (the Ersatz schools) we draw, with some
confidence, the second inference that measures of school out-
put should reflect qualitative as well as quantitative concerns.
But naturally before such measures can be specified, schools
must make explicit the particular educational objectives the
attainment of which is to be measured. Only when the re-
lationship between these objectives and the devices used tt,
measure student progress has been established can there be
any certainty concerning, the relevance of such measures.
Yet it is not now common practice for schools to enunciate
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their objectly es unambiguously and to administer tests specifi-
cally designed to depict student growth toward these objec-
tives, although the reader familiar with criterion-referenced
testing will know this is not a new idea.

Comparing the Schools

The chart on the following page summarizes what has been
said so far about the four types of schools the study identi-
fied. On this chart the columns represent the four cells as
they have been defined earlier, and the rows represent the
continuum of school factor ratings. Inspection of the chart
reveals some interesting things about the study schools.
'Notice the movemnt on the shaft. overall, from hie to low
ratings on the school factors, with the positive-schools having
very few low ratings and-the negative schools having no high
ratings. But since all four ty pes of schools are rated low on
coordination and inchriduah:atunt. these factors can be
dropped from consideration because the central concern here
is with contrasting the schools to see how they differ. Thus
the positive schools; as a group. show only one factor on
which they are low-- evpec tatuma fact which will become
important as we lool. at 'similarities and differences between
the two t\ pes of positive schools.

Overall the positive schools uniformly place a ,trong em-
phasis on reading and provide their students a high quality of
teaching Whereas the Successful schools achieve high ratings
on utowsphcie and staff training and e\perience. the Transi-
tion schools arc not there y et, although they show a tendency
to be high on these same factors. 'I he Transition school
rates somewhat higher on /cc/den/up and the use of additional
reading personnel, but the interesting fact about these
schools is they are the only ones showing a strong tendency
in either direction, lending some credence. thereby, to the
view that tht!'s are transition schools and -that it is a positive
direction ifi which they are heading Still the most striking

ore of these schools and the area of greatest difference
from Successful schools is their extremely low rating on n-
ye( fawn This low rating is surprising since one would
expect a school especially a transition school with such
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excellent features as strong emphasis on reading, high quality
of teaching, good leadership, appropriate use of additional
reading personnel, and the like to be doing all these things
with the expectation that they will make a difference in the
achievement of students. Yet on the expectation factor,
Transition schools look much more like the negative schools
than like their positi"' partners.

To say the low expectation they hold for their students
fully accounts for the failure of students in these Transition
schools to achieve.and thus explain the difference between
the true and the false positive schoolsis probably saying too
much, although such an argument would not be without per-
suasion. It seems more prudent to suggest, however, that the
failure of the Transition school students is due mostly to the
lag between improvement of a school's instructional delivery
system and the effect such improvement has on the perform-
ance of students. Still it is difficult to imagine these schools
ever becoming Successful schools without a marked change
in their attitude 'about what students can accomplish, and
the setting of correspondingly high standards for their stu-
dents to achieve.

Turning now to the negative schools, the complete absence
of factor ratings above mediocrity and their propensity to be
so low on so many factors certainly distinguish this group
from the positive schools. More specifically, again removing
coordination and individualization from consideration, these
schools consistently exhibit low expectations for their stu-
dents, poor leadership. the lack of inappropriate use of ad-
ditional reading personnel, and inadequate evaluation of stu-
dents. The Unsuccessful schools arc noticeably worse on
emphasis on reading and staJJ training and experience and
somewhat better on atmosphere. Otherwise the negative
schools match each other more closely than do the positive
schools. There seems little doubt about the Unsuccessful
schools being true failures, although the Ersatz schools re-
main difficult to fathomremember their students do well
on reading testsalthough the evidence suggests the original
characterizations of these schools is on the right track: more
and more the Ersatz schools give the impression of having
been Unsuccessful schools that attempted to improve student
achievement through drill and practice alone. 'Thus, it seems,
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they emphasize reading by emphasizing little more than the
reading skills measured by standardized tests.

Contrasting the Schools

Now if we assume the true postie schools are the best
schools forgetting for the moment. for example. that there
is room undoubtedly -for improvement among them as ei-
denced by their extremely low ratings on «mrdmation and
Mthriduah:ation (Note 31 then we can look at their
"medium ratings and get an interesting hint about the force
exerted by the school factors examined in this study. On
the factors leaderthip. additional reading per,onnel
hon. z...1 expectation the Successful schools are rated me.h-
um, meaning lodgments about these schools. were they based
solely on performance on these factors, would be inconclu-
sive. Apparently. then, mediocre performance in these areas
is not sufficient to hamper the true positive schools' ability
to succeed with their students Yet, again discarding coor-
dination and mthriditah:anon. these same four factors ac-
count for all the low ratings of Frsatz schools and all but two
low ratings for Unsuccessful schools. The suggestion here is
that perhaps the factors, or certain ones of them, exert a
thi`icefold effect: their presence contributing toward excel-
lerlee. their meagre presence having neutral effect, and their
tkpive presem.fe contributing to failure. That is, most if not

factors have negative sides to them, such that a low
rating does not mean the abAence of behavior so much as its
perverted presence. Thus low ratings on leeidership might
mean regimentation, low ratings on expectation might mean
despair; and low ratings on eraluation might mean judgment
and punishment.

Though conjectural at this pointalthough the notes and
anecdotes from the visiting teams support this notion-- this
idea is consistent with the fact that the factor ratings of the
Ersatz (negative) schools stand pretty much in the same re-
lation to each other as do those of the Successful (positive)
schoolsthe difference being one of absolute magnitude of
t\he ratings. Therefore while we cannot look at the true
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positive schools alone and determine that these "medium"
factors are important to success, we may become impressed
by the difference between their ratings and those of the nega-
tive schools on the same factors. The difference between the
positive and negative schools on Leadership, for example,

' is almost as great as their difference on Emphasis on Reading
and is greater than their difference on Quality of Teaching.
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NEXT STEPS

The MACE study of re Mine entailed the tormulation and
application of a systematic procedure for the characterizing
and evaluating of an elementary school's instructional delivery
s!, stem, specifically with respect to the teaching of reading.
The findings of this stud!, indicate blip hasis on Reading.
Quality of Teaching. Anno,sphere. and Staff Training and
Experience, by virtue of their high position among Positive
schools, to I e good candidates to be the.determining factors
of success Joining these factors by virtue of relative positions
among Positive and Negative schools. arc the additional fac-
tors. Leadership, typectation, Uw of Additional Reading
Personnel, and Lraluation. But the stud) found, as well, that
unlike the presumption of Weber and others, there is discern-
ible no single pattern of school factors that determines excel-
lence. Thus even though the factors used, in this study appear
reasonable and relevant ones with which to describe a school's
performance, and along which a school can attempt to im-
prose. there are no grounds on which to point to any partic-
ular one of the Successful schools as a model. Thus instead
of mutating a model of excellence. we recomm, id that
schools focus on the process by which they can achieve
excellence, each school thereby establishing its own brand
or pattern of factors

Recommendation for Action

The tenderly mg premise of the cows,: of action we rec-
ommend to schools is that they should

I. look at themselves the way this study- looked at them.
diagnose 'their strengths and weaknesses on the study

factors.
attempritV.:create and implement strategies for improve-

ment.
For tit first step of the process, which involves observing

school /practices and interviewing school personnel, render-
ing c ,nisensus ratings on each of the school factors. analyzing
student performance. and thereby establishing the school's
category . we do not recommend the use of outside specialists.
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While reading specialists, researchers, interviewers, and other
such professionals enhance the depth and perception of ob-
servation, the school and its staff become cast in the passive
role of being scrutinized, precisely at the time it would be
best to involve them and make them accessories in the proc-
ess of improvement. Thus it seems best for the staff to be in-
volved directly in the collection of the data and in their
analysis.

Yet much of the clinical data require an ob. vity of
perception that might be unrealistic to cox piC t from staff.
1hose data are better collected by peers from neighboring
schools in a collaborative manner, this collaboration falling
between, for example, that of informal district meetings of
teachers and that of the formal accreditation visits. Such
collaboration, entailing several schools helping to observe one
and other, would involve the collective staffs in a form of
introspection undoubtedly good for its own sake. Moreover,
during the rating of school factors by consensus, this collab-
oration would encourage a systematic yet broad conversation
among school people on the desirability and relative effec-
tiveness of various observed practices.

Upon completion of the first phase of the process each of
the collaborating schools will know where it standsin which
cell it fallswith respect to its profile on the school factors
a1id on the measures of student performance. Then the task
becomes to select and implement strategies for improvement
in the school factors,is it best to minimize weaknesses,
maximize strengths, or attempt both is a question whose
answers will varyand here the collaboration among schools
is most critical since it is the combined best judgment of a
collection of school people that is most likely to generate'
relevant and workable programs for systematic change over
the long haul. Besides as the schools, through this process of
self identification and improvement, become more like labo-
ratories for the study of change, it is imperative that they
monitor each other over time, paying particular attention to
those schools identified as being in transition to calibrate and

_revamp strategies. Thus there is introduced into the process,
a formative aspect with which to make the successive approx-
imation more systematic.



Preconditions for Action

Now three step., must be taken before schools can profit-
ably engage in the process described in this study.

I. The instruments of this study need to be revised to
reflect greater sensitivity to there being four types of schools,
and especially to the observation of strategies being utiliied
generally. but in particular in the transition schools.

2. Each school must determine for itself which outcome
measures are relevant vehicles to assess the degree of its suc-
cess. Probably this will entail stating explicitly and in meas-
urable terms the objectives of reading instruction in that
school. For some objectives, standardiied tests of reading
may be found to be appropriate. while for other objectives
existing but non-standardized instruments -for instance those
of the National Assessment Project, already in use in the
Commonwealth through the State Department of Education
may be most appropriate. For still other objectives, un-
obtrusive measures of reading behavior may be desirable. In
any case, the act of stating objectives and determining rele-
vant measures of student attainment of these objectives is
clearly an essential element in the process.

3. Arrangements need to be made for training school
people in several facets of the process. among them systematic
observation, interviewing, sorting and analyzing the data, and
especially in the consensus process where judgments on the
various school factors are rendered, scrutinized, discussed,
and a final rating determined.

Mechanism for Action

The Massachusetts Department of Education, with its re-
gional offices throughout the Commonwealth, is the most
appropriate and best suited agency to accomplish the techni-
cal tasks of instrument revision and participant training, and
to provide general technical and logistical support to schools
in the writing of objectives, analysis of relevant outcome
measures, and the ongoing monitoring of development on the
school factors. This is especially true given the current prac-
tice of Dr. Janice Weinman, Director of Assessment, and
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others in the Bureau of Research and Assessment of using
the regional offices as major vehicles in the assessment of
education in Massachusetts. Financial support of the col-
laborative involvement of city schools in the process of self-
improvement is provided for is the recent legislation amend-
ing Chapter 40 of the General Laws of the Commonwealth.
The ..ewly worded Section 4E of this law states that the
department of education "through its regional offices shall
assist and encourage cities. . . . to enter into collaborative
agreements . . . to conduct jointly educational programs and/
or services which permit [them] to supplement or strengthen
school programs and/or services." (italics added) Clearly
this legislation and the concern of the Commissioner of
Education to provide meaningful support to schools make the
regional offices ideal for the job of orchestrating the various
aspects of applying the process it was the purpose of this
study to refine and test.

Thus schools have available to them a process for self-
examination, a regional structure for support in acquiring
the necessary skills, and financial assistance through state
legislation for carrying out the process. The remaining criti-
cal element can be supplied only by the schools themselves.
It is commitment to improvement.

Note I

Note 2

Note 3

NOTES

While _some of the names of these factors match those of
the Weber Study, in many cases the definitions are quite
different. The intention was to focus even more than did
Weber on the processes of delivering instructional services.

Two schools were dropped from subsequent analysis be-
cause their factor ratings. taken as a set, were inconclusive.

When we set aside coorciination and individualization from
consideration, this is not to suggest that these factors are
necessarily irrelevant to a school's ouccess. Since all four
types of schools in the study have in common low ratings
on them, these factors do not contribute to our effort at
contrast.
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m Comments on Mace Report on Reading
(Use additional sheets if necessary.)

Invitation to Comment .

MIMMEMiNi

The Massachusetts Advisory
Council. on Education invites
your comments on this report.
Any statements you mail to
the Council BEFORE APRIL 1,
1975, will be carefully con-
sidered by the Council in its
review of the conclusions and
recommendations of the study
director.

The form to the right of
this invitation may be clipped
and used to record your com-
ments. Attach additional sheets
if necessary. Also, if you wish
to appear before the Council
to offer verbal testimony on
this report, accord your re-
quest on the form. Mail your
comments and/or request be-
fore April 1, 1975, to:

Diretfor of Research
Mass. Advisory Council

on Education
182 Tremont Street
13th Floor
Boston, Mass. 02111

Thank you.

Jo

From (print name):

Organization (if any):

Addr!ss:

Tel. Date:

Signature
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